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Abstract
Nanoparticles can encapsulate a range of therapeutics, from small molecule drugs to sensitive biologics, to significantly 
improve their biodistribution and biostability. Whilst the regulatory approval of several of these nanoformulations has proven 
their translatability, there remain several hurdles to the translation of future nanoformulations, leading to a high rate of can-
didate nanoformulations failing during the drug development process. One barrier is that the difficulty in tightly controlling 
nanoscale particle synthesis leads to particle-to-particle heterogeneity, which hinders manufacturing and quality control, and 
regulatory quality checks. To understand and mitigate this heterogeneity requires advancements in nanoformulation characteri-
sation beyond traditional bulk methods to more precise, single particle techniques. In this review, we compare commercially 
available single particle techniques, with a particular focus on single particle Raman spectroscopy, to provide a guide to adop-
tion of these methods into development workflows, to ultimately reduce barriers to the translation of future nanoformulations.

Keywords cargo loading · nanoformulations · nanoparticle drug delivery · single particle Raman spectroscopy · surface 
interactions

Introduction

Nanoformulations, the encapsulation of active compounds in 
nanoparticles for delivery, are at the forefront of pharmaceuti-
cal development as a versatile modality from vaccines to gene 
therapy to cancer therapeutics (1–3). Encapsulating these com-
pounds into nanoparticles allows access to unique physiochemi-
cal properties to overcome the low solubility, poor biostabil-
ity, and fast clearance suffered by many bioactive compounds 

(4–7). Nanoformulation translation to the clinic began with 
FDA approval of Doxil in 1995 to treat cancers including breast 
cancer and solid tumours. Doxil offers an improved toxicity 
profile and reduced side effects compared to free doxorubicin 
by encapsulating the hydrophobic drug in crystallised form 
within the aqueous core of a spherical lipid bilayer, or liposome 
(8). Liposomes have been further utilised to solubilise hydro-
phobic drugs and reduce toxicity in several approved nanofor-
mulations, including the chemotherapies Onivyde and Marqibo, 
and the anti-fungal treatment AmBisome (9, 10). As well as 
liposomes, solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) have found success 
in the clinic. The hereditary transthyretin-induced amyloidosis 
treatment Onpattro encapsulates short interfering ribonucleic 
acid (siRNA) in SLNs to protect the sensitive cargo from rapid 
hydrolysis and degradation in the body (11–13). Nanoformula-
tions are now receiving greater attention due to the success of 
the Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna SARS-Cov-2 lipid nano-
particle (LNP) vaccines, with over 3 billion Pfizer/BioNTech 
vaccines manufactured in 2021 (14). As well as liposomes and 
LNPs, there are many other clinical or experimental nanopar-
ticle morphologies which include polymer micelles, nanogels, 
dendrimersomes, polymersomes, and hybrid lipid-polymer and 
polymer-inorganic particles (2, 15–19).

Recent Advances in Drug Delivery
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The self-assembly mechanisms employed to prepare 
nanoformulations, through film rehydration, emulsification, 
solvent injection, or microfluidics-assisted assembly, cause 
inherent particle-to-particle heterogeneity within batches 
and reduced batch-to-batch reproducibility (6, 20). This 
heterogeneity impacts clinical outcomes, because nanopar-
ticle-biological interactions are affected significantly by their 
physicochemical properties such as size, surface charge, 
shape, and cargo loading (21–23). Therefore, nanoformula-
tion heterogeneity hinders both safe manufacturing accord-
ing to good manufacturing practice (GMP) and the definition 
of critical quality attributes (CQA) by regulators to identify 
acceptable ranges of drug product properties (24). Further-
more, the development of structure-function relationships is 
impeded, which prevents rational design of nanomedicines. 
A key step to understanding the impact of heterogeneity on 
clinical outcomes and devising novel strategies to mitigate 
heterogeneity is comprehensive characterisation.

Standard nanoformulation characterisation techniques to 
measure nanocarrier composition and cargo loading amount 
include liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) 
and high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). How-
ever, these techniques are bulk methods, so can only measure 
ensemble average properties. To characterise heterogeneity 
in full, it is necessary to characterise nanoformulations at the 
single particle level. Several single particle characterisation 
techniques, such as cryogenic transmission electron micros-
copy (cryo-TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), are 
low throughput either through long measurement times per 
particle or extensive sample preparation. Although these tech-
niques can capture single particle-level detail, they cannot cur-
rently measure enough particles in a reasonable timeframe 
to be representative of population statistics. Therefore, there 
has been significant work in recent years to develop widely 
applicable, high throughput, single particle techniques which 
can fully characterise nanoformulation heterogeneity (25–27).

Many particle properties are essential to understand in 
order to predict nanoformulation behaviour in vivo. Mor-
phological characteristics, such as size, shape, and rigidity 
can determine circulation time, cellular uptake, and biodis-
tribution (18, 28, 29). These have been covered in excellent 
reviews previously (6, 30, 31). Here, we focus on chemical 
properties, specifically nanocarrier composition, cargo load-
ing and surface chemistry and interactions. These proper-
ties impact biological behaviour: for example increasing the 
amount of a targeting ligand can increase cellular uptake; 
however, too high a targeting ligand density can reduce anti-
fouling behaviour, thus increasing off-target accumulation 
(32). Additionally, liposome composition affects protein 
corona identity and cellular uptake (33). Despite their influ-
ence on clinical outcomes, these properties are often more 
challenging to characterise than morphological features, 
so require careful selection of characterisation technique. 

We focus on lipid and polymer-based nanoformulations 
for cargo delivery, which represent the majority of FDA-
approved nanoformulations for delivery (34). Whilst there 
are several clinically approved formulations based on inor-
ganic nanoparticles, these are not covered here as they often 
have different requirements for measuring chemical proper-
ties, which are detailed in recent reviews (35, 36). We aim 
in this review to provide an overview of available techniques 
to measure single particle chemical properties, with a par-
ticular focus on single particle automated Raman trapping 
analysis (SPARTA®). We place this method in the context 
of commercially available single particle characterisation 
techniques, by first giving a technical description of relevant 
techniques, followed by practical considerations for selecting 
a characterisation method. We then give examples of how 
chemical properties, specifically nanocarrier composition, 
cargo loading/release, and surface functionalisation/interac-
tions have been characterised using the techniques detailed.

Single Particle Characterisation Techniques

Here, we present a brief technical overview of single particle 
characterisation techniques used to study nanoformulation 
chemical properties (Fig. 1). We have particularly focused 
on techniques which are commercially available and for 
which their utility for studying the chemical properties of 
nanoformulations has been demonstrated with published 
examples. We have excluded several single particle charac-
terisation techniques, such as AFM with functionalised tips 
or cryo-TEM with staining, as these provide limited quanti-
tative information on chemical properties and are rendered 
low throughput through laborious sample preparation and/
or measurement protocols (37–39). There are also several 
techniques, such as nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) 
which are traditionally used to measure single nanoparti-
cle size and/or concentration, but where to the best of our 
knowledge there are no published examples of application 
to study chemical properties. By describing how each tech-
nique experimentally measures nanoformulations and what 
data they output, we aim to provide context for later sections 
on how each technique can be used to study specific nano-
formulation properties.

Nano‑Flow Cytometry

In flow cytometry (FCM), particles are hydrodynamically 
focused in a flow channel to form a single particle stream that 
passes through a laser beam. This irradiation induces light 
scattering and fluorescence from each particle. Fluorescent 
labelling enables characterisation of surface functionalisation 
and cargo loading, as well as particle concentration. Conven-
tional flow cytometers were designed for cell biology, where 
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scattered light is used to gauge cell size and concentration. 
However, these instruments are usually unable to detect light 
scattered from submicron size particles with a refractive 
index similar to water, such as liposomes and polymersomes. 
Therefore, nano-flow cytometry (nFCM) uses more recently 
developed instruments that enable highly sensitive light scat-
tering detection from single nanoparticles as small as 40 nm 
for determining their size and concentration without the need 
for fluorescent labelling (40, 41). Aside from advancements in 
laser power and detector performance employed, the enhanced 
sensitivity of nFCM over conventional FCM is brought 
about mainly by prolonging the transit time of each parti-
cle through the focused laser beam (ms compared to ns-µs) 
for increased photon generation, and by reducing the sample 

stream diameter (∼1.4 μm from typically 10 μm) resulting 
in a ∼10 fL detection volume to reduce scattering emission 
from the sample background significantly (40). Combined 
with fluorescent labelling, nFCM has been demonstrated to 
provide high throughput (10,000 particles/min), multiparam-
eter (functional, size and concentration) analyses of single 
nanoparticles, including viruses, liposomes, and extracellular 
vesicles (31, 42–45).

Super Resolution Microscopy

Fluorescence microscopy can provide quantitative and 
localisation information on labelled biochemical constitu-
ents. However, the resolution of conventional fluorescence 

Fig. 1  Overview of single particle techniques for characterising nano-
formulation chemical properties. Single particle Raman trapping: a 
particle is stably held in an optical trap whilst its Raman spectrum is 
captured to give label-free size, nanocarrier composition, cargo load-
ing, and surface chemistry information. Fluorescence correlation 
spectroscopy: the time correlation between fluorescence intensity fluc-
tuations, caused by fluorescent species diffusing through a small vol-
ume, is analysed to give particle size, concentration, and surface and 
loading properties. Tunable resistive pulse sensing: ions and particles 
flow through a small pore under the influence of an applied electric 

field. The magnitude and duration of ionic current impedance whilst 
particles are resident in the pore can be used to calculate nanoparticle 
size, concentration and zeta potential. Nano-flow cytometry: the single 
particle scattering and fluorescence from a stream of nanoparticles in a 
flow channel can be used to quantify particle size, concentration, func-
tionalisation, and loading. Single molecule localisation microscopy: 
blinking fluorophores can be precisely located from a time series of 
images where different fluorophores are in different on/off states in 
each frame. This allows determination of nanoparticle size, composi-
tion, surface functionalisation/interactions, and cargo loading
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microscopy is diffraction limited (∼250 nm lateral direc-
tion, ∼500 nm in the axial direction) (46) and therefore 
insufficient to study individual nanoparticles. To overcome 
the diffraction limit, super resolution microscopy (SRM) 
techniques have been developed. SRM includes stimulated 
emission depletion (STED), structured illumination micros-
copy (SIM), and single-molecule localisation microscopy 
(SMLM). Compared to other SRM techniques, SMLM 
achieves the highest resolution (∼20–50 nm lateral direc-
tion, ∼50–60 nm in the axial direction) (47, 48). Therefore, 
SMLM is particularly useful for elucidating the spatial dis-
tribution of fluorescently-labelled nanoformulation constitu-
ents, such as cargoes, ligands, polymer coatings, and corona 
proteins, on individual nanoparticles as well as the inter-par-
ticle heterogeneity in these parameters (47, 49–51). SMLM 
includes photoactivated localisation microscopy (PALM) 
and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM). 
SMLM techniques exploit fluorophores capable of switching 
stochastically between ON and OFF states to differentiate 
the position of individual fluorophores in time rather than 
space, which would not be possible with all the fluorophores 
fluorescing at the same time. When a sample is imaged, a 
time-series of images, in which different fluorophores are in 
the ON state in different frames, is acquired. Although the 
light from single emitting fluorophores remains diffraction 
limited, the distribution of its emission photons enables its 
precise centroid position to be calculated. A super-resolution 
image is then reconstructed with sub-diffraction sized pixels 
by combining the calculated localisation information from 
individual fluorophores in each of the image frames. This 
enables the distribution and heterogeneity of multi-colour 
labelled single molecules inside or on the surface of nano-
particles to be visualised with high spatial resolution.

Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) enables cal-
culation of particle size, concentration, cargo loading and 
release, and surface interactions (52, 53). The Brownian 
motion of fluorescent molecules or particles through a 
tightly focused, often confocal volume of ~0.5 fL causes 
fluorescence intensity fluctuations (54). These fluctuations 
are represented with an autocorrelation function, which 
describes how closely the signal resembles itself at different 
points in time. Fitting the autocorrelation function gives the 
average number of molecules in the detection volume, the 
molecular brightness, and the diffusion coefficient, which 
can be used to calculate particle hydrodynamic diameter. 
Since FCS also allows measurement of the fluorescent label 
alone or the fluorescent cargo as a reference, the number 
of fluorescent molecules per nanoparticle can be estimated 
(55). Furthermore, an extension to FCS named fluorescence 
cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS) uses two spectrally 

distinguished fluorophores, which are excited and detected 
separately, to compare the autocorrelation and cross-corre-
lation of two species to measure their interactions.

Tunable Resistive Pulse Sensing

Tunable resistive pulse sensing (TRPS) measures single 
nanoparticle size and zeta potential and nanoparticle concen-
tration, simultaneously. A TRPS setup uses two fluid cells 
separated by a non-conductive, nano-porous membrane and 
nanoparticles suspended in an electrolyte. Applying a volt-
age across the cells causes a flow of ions through the pore, 
which establishes a baseline current. As particles also move 
through the pore, they temporarily block the baseline cur-
rent with a magnitude that is proportional to particle size 
and at a rate which denotes particle concentration. TRPS 
represents an advance over traditional resistive pulse sensing 
as the nanopore can be stretched to control fluid and particle 
flow (56). TRPS also measures electrophoretic mobility by 
analysing the durations of the resistive pulses under varying 
driving forces compared to a calibration standard (57–61). 
This can be used to measure single particle zeta potential, 
which is the potential difference between the particle with a 
layer of ions adsorbed to its surface and the dispersant, that 
is often used to infer surface charge (62).

Single Particle Raman Trapping

Raman spectroscopy is a label-free, non-destructive analy-
sis method that can be used to characterise the chemical 
make-up of materials (63). When a sample is irradiated with 
monochromatic light, inelastic scattering can occur, where 
energy is transferred between the sample and incoming 
light. Different chemical bonds cause different amounts of 
energy transfer, which is represented as peaks in a Raman 
spectrum, where the peak position can be used to identify 
chemical species and peak intensity can indicate concentra-
tion. When Raman spectroscopy is combined with optical 
trapping, where a single particle is stably held in a tightly 
focused laser beam by gradient forces, the Raman spectrum 
of an individual nanoparticle can be generated. Using this 
technique, the user can assess the biochemical composition 
of single nanoparticles, and particle-to-particle variability of 
nanoparticle composition, loading and/or functionalisation 
steps (64, 65).

Initial Raman single particle trapping methods (65–68) 
were limited by inefficient manual optical trapping which 
resulted in only a handful of nanoparticle spectra per hour. 
By automating the nanoparticle trapping as described in 
Penders et al. (27), a platform, SPARTA®, has been devel-
oped that allows for generating statistically significant and 
sample-representative spectral data sets (>200 nanoparti-
cle spectral acquisitions per hour) in a short time period. 
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SPARTA® has been used to study single nanoparticle chem-
istry of liposomes (17, 27), LNPs (69), mixed lipid-polymer 
vesicles (16), polymersomes (27, 70, 71), dendrimersomes 
(17), and extracellular vesicles (72).

Considerations for Selecting 
a Characterisation Technique

There are several considerations when selecting a characteri-
sation technique, such as labelling requirements, temporal/
spatial resolution, the need to measure in physiologically 
relevant conditions, data analysis required, and the capa-
bility to simultaneously measure multiple parameters. We 
compare each of these considerations for the single particle 
techniques introduced above, and discuss their impact on 
the measurement of nanoformulation chemical properties 
(Table I).

Labelling

Many single particle techniques, including nFCM, FCS, and 
SRM, measure fluorescence signal. The benefits of fluores-
cence measurements include simple readout, high signal to 
noise ratio (when employing strategies in instrumentation 
design, measurement parameters selection, analysis, and 
sample preparation), and up to single molecule sensitivity 
(73–77). This high sensitivity allows for short measurement 
times (~mins) and low sample volumes (~μL). Moreover, 
high sensitivity allows accurate detection of cargo loading 

(78, 79) and surface functionalisation, where the function-
alisation molecules often make up a small fraction of the 
whole nanoparticle, so high fluorescence sensitivity enables 
detection of very small changes in the nanoparticle chemical 
properties, such as single ligand binding or cleavage on the 
particle surface (51, 80).

However, whilst some drug and nanocarrier materials 
are inherently fluorescent, most materials require fluo-
rophore labelling, either through covalent conjugation 
or encapsulation. These fluorophores can exhibit their 
own behaviours such as photobleaching or phase separa-
tion, thus inadvertently influencing the properties of the 
labelled molecule (81). This a particular concern for low 
molecular weight cargo and functionalisation molecules, 
where the fluorophore makes up a significant proportion of 
the molecule. Furthermore, labelling requires optimisation 
of staining protocols, which can be laborious and not nec-
essarily applicable between different nanoformulations, as 
well as careful selection of fluorophores. These issues with 
labelling can be avoided by using label-free techniques, 
such as TRPS or SPARTA®. Although these label-free 
techniques can display reduced sensitivity, their ability 
to holistically measure nanoparticle chemical information 
without additional sample preparation time or the potential 
for non-specific signal and label-altered behaviour is a 
significant advantage.

In addition to the benefits and disadvantages of labelling, 
it is also necessary to consider whether a characterisation 
technique has suitable spatial and temporal resolution to suf-
ficiently characterise a nanoformulation.

Table I  Comparison of Single Particle Characterisation Techniques Featured in This Review

SPARTA®, single particle automated Raman trapping analysis; TRPS, tunable resistive pulse sensing; SMLM, single-molecule localisation 
microscopy; FCS, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy; nFCM, nano-flow cytometry
a Through zeta potential measurements
b With correct sample fixing protocols

Characterisation technique SPARTA® TRPS SMLM FCS nFCM

Chemical properties measured Nanocarrier composition ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Cargo loading ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Surface functionalisation ✔ ✔a ✔ ✔ ✔

Other properties measured Nanoparticle size ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Nanoparticle concentration ✔ ✔ ✔

Usage advantages Label-free ✔ ✔
Directly measures chemical bond information ✔
Suitable for in situ reaction monitoring ✔ ✔ ✔
Compatible with measurement in physiologically 

relevant conditions
✔ ✔b ✔

Low data analysis complexity ✔ ✔
Multiplexing ability ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Calibration-free ✔ ✔
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Spatial and Temporal Resolution

Spatial resolution is an important consideration when spa-
tially mapping components within a particle, for example 
to characterise phase separation or surface interactions, 
whilst temporal resolution is a key factor for dynamic reac-
tion monitoring, such as protein corona formation. The only 
technique considered here which is capable of sub-particle 
spatial resolution is SMLM. For example, SMLM provides 
spatially localised quantification of the number of corona 
proteins on the surface of each nanoparticle (82, 83). This 
can provide essential information on which factors (e.g., 
particle geometry) influence the particle corona composi-
tion for rational formulation design. Although SMLM can to 
some extent measure corona formation kinetics, the temporal 
resolution is low (on the scale of mins) (84).

Although the other techniques we consider in this review 
measure the whole nanoparticle, there is still a wealth of 
chemical information that can be gained from single particle 
resolution, especially when combined with high temporal 
resolution for monitoring surface interactions. The high tem-
poral (∼ns) resolution of FCS has been applied to study in 
situ protein interactions and corona formation on various 
nanoparticles (85, 86) including lipid (87) and polymer-
based drug carriers (52, 70, 71, 78) formulated with and 
without polymeric stabilisers. The temporal resolution of 
TRPS (~ms) also allows real-time analysis of nanoparticle 
reactions or interactions with biomolecules such as monitor-
ing the kinetics and thickness of protein corona formation 
on a particle by monitoring changes in nanoparticle surface 
charge and size (58–60).

There are also many surface reactions that take place on 
the ~minute-hour timescale, such as enzymatic conversion or 
synthetic functional group interconversions. Thus, although 
SPARTA® measures one particle on the ~s timescale, so 
cannot monitor sub-second reactions, SPARTA® has been 
used for label-free, real-time monitoring of several surface 
interactions including click chemistry reactions and lipid 
headgroup interconversion (27, 69).

Physiologically Relevant Conditions

Another consideration when comparing characterisation 
techniques is whether measurements can be performed at 
physiologically relevant conditions. In vivo environments 
are complex mixtures containing proteins and electrolytes 
which can affect nanoparticle behaviour. For example, the 
proteins present can destabilise nanoparticles, leading to dif-
ferent rates of cargo release (88). Often these environments 
are challenging to characterise due to their high background 
signal, strong scattering, and different refractive index and 
viscosity to water. Despite this, FCS has been used to meas-
ure cargo release in blood using near-infrared light or by 

incorporating a cell-impermeable membrane in the measure-
ment setup (78, 86). SPARTA® has been used to character-
ise doxorubicin and liposome signals simultaneously in the 
commercial nanoformulation Doxil in 90% v/v foetal bovine 
serum (FBS), although additional analysis is required due to 
high background signal from the serum (89). Nevertheless, 
the release of doxorubicin from Doxil over 48 hours was 
successfully measured in 10% v/v FBS (89).

Measurement and Data Analysis Complexity

An important practical consideration between different char-
acterisation techniques is the complexity of performing meas-
urements, such as required equipment and data analysis. SRM 
requires complex, high-quality optics and detectors. Both FCS 
and SPARTA® use a confocal optical arrangement to produce 
a small sampling volume to ensure single particle informa-
tion (27, 53), and also to create sufficient optical trapping 
forces in the case of SPARTA®. SPARTA®, SRM, FCS, and 
nFCM utilise lasers to induce scattering and/or fluorescence, 
although SPARTA® only requires one wavelength of laser, 
whilst multi-colour FCS, SRM, and nFCM employ multiple 
lasers. TRPS is a laser-free technique; however, disposable 
cartridges are required for each measurement, which are prone 
to clogging. TRPS and nFCM also require frequent calibration 
for absolute determination of properties. For sample prepara-
tion, SRM is intensive due to required optimisation of sample 
immobilisation as well as staining protocols. FCS and nFCM 
have limited sample preparation requirements after label-
ling optimisation, as nanoformulations can be characterised 
in suspension. As TRPS and SPARTA® are both label-free 
techniques performed on nanoparticle suspensions, they can 
be performed with minimal sample preparation.

In addition to required equipment and sample preparation, 
it is also important to consider data analysis complexity. 
SMLM requires extensive data analysis to map the intensi-
ties of blinking fluorophores, and to combine data from the 
time series to reconstruct an image accounting for artefacts 
such as sample drift. FCS and nFCM comparatively require 
limited data analysis. However, each of these techniques also 
has specific considerations with analysis. FCS signal can be 
prone to domination by slow-diffusing species and requires 
fitting of autocorrelation curves, but this can often be auto-
mated. In nFCM, setting an accurate background threshold 
is prone to user error, because even a small excess in free 
fluorophores results in high fluorescence noise leading to 
significant overestimations in number of labelled species 
and masking of subtle signals differences when comparing 
different nanoformulations (90). SPARTA® gives exten-
sive chemical information which can require thorough data 
analysis to extract. However, much of this process can be 
automated, and there are an increasing number of libraries 
for identification of chemical signatures.
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Multiplexing Parameters

Nanoformulations are complex, with several important, 
inter-related properties that determine biological behav-
iour. To reduce time and cost, it is preferable to use the 
fewest techniques to gain the most information, particularly 
as different methods often have different volume and con-
centration requirements. Furthermore, measuring multiple 
parameters can reveal relationships between different nano-
formulation properties. It can often be instructive to com-
bine size measurements with chemical information, as is 
possible with FCS, nFCM, SPARTA®, SRM, and TRPS 
(43, 59, 61, 78, 91), for example to compare the variation 
in surface functionalisation with concentration, or to relate 
drug release with nanocarrier disintegration (51, 78). Fur-
thermore, multiplexing with multiple fluorophores in FCCS, 
nFCM, and SMLM allows the detection of colocalization 
of different cargoes, distinct nanocarrier components, or 
reporter molecules (17, 92, 93). However, it is key to care-
fully select fluorophores to minimise cross-talk, and the 
inclusion of multiple labels increases the complexity of 
labelling optimisation and fluorophore selection. Further-
more, multi-colour labelling measurements are often limited 
to 2–4 colours (94).

SPARTA® displays an inherent multiplexing ability 
because Raman spectroscopy holistically measures all chem-
ical components, above the limit of detection, of a nanofor-
mulation in a label-free manner. This ability to agnostically 

and simultaneously characterise nanoformulation chemical 
properties offers an advantage in characterising the hetero-
geneity of nanoformulations, to ultimately understand their 
biological behaviour.

Nanoformulation Chemical Properties

Nanoformulations are multi-component systems, which 
exhibit a complex range of chemical properties. We now 
present key chemical properties, namely nanocarrier compo-
sition, cargo loading and release, and surface chemistry and 
interactions (Fig. 2). We demonstrate why these properties 
are essential to characterise with single particle detail; and 
we give examples of how these properties have been char-
acterised on the single particle level.

Nanocarrier Composition

Many nanoformulations are prepared from a mixture of 
nanocarrier components, including phospholipids, choles-
terol, polysaccharides, and/or polymers, which encapsulate 
a pharmaceutic agent (e.g., drug molecule, protein, nucleic 
acid). However, the initial reagent ratios do not always corre-
late with the final particle composition due to the difficulties 
in controlling self-assembly mechanisms and reagent ratios 
at the nanoscale, and differences in solubility potentially 
triggering phase separation during formulation or storage. 

Fig. 2  Overview of nanoformulation chemical properties: nanocarrier composition, cargo loading and release, and surface functionalisation and 
interactions that require characterisation for rational nanoformulation design and optimum target delivery
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Current evidence suggests that these compositional differ-
ences affect biological activity (95–98). For example, Zhang 
et al. found that even though two LNP batches displayed 
similar bulk properties, one batch was homogenous in com-
position whilst the other was heterogenous. After fractiona-
tion, the two batches displayed significantly different in vitro 
behaviour (98). However, there are limited studies on the 
impact of particle-to-particle compositional heterogeneity 
on biological behaviour, highlighting the need for single par-
ticle characterisation of nanoformulations to understand the 
impact of heterogeneity on biological behaviour.

Nanocarrier composition has been studied by FCS/FCCS 
and nFCM. The multiplexing ability of FCCS was used to 
confirm that nanoparticles prepared from block polymers con-
tained three orthogonal reactive sites: one for cross-linking 
to ensure particle formation and two additional sites for the 
covalent addition of different chemical moieties (Fig. 3a) (99). 
nFCM was used to characterise hybrid nanoparticles prepared 
from thermosensitive liposomes and extracellular vesicles that 
were genetically engineered to overexpress a CD47 marker, 
which is a potent marker that signals to macrophages not to 
consume that object. Labelling either the liposomes or CD47 
allowed determination that the fusion efficiency was 95.7% 
of particles (Fig. 3b) or that 56.8% hybrid particles prepared 
from genetically engineered extracellular vesicles contained 
CD47 compared to only 5.4% of nanoparticles fused with 
wild-type extracellular vesicles respectively (100). Although 
there has been some work using nFCM to study extracel-
lular vesicle composition, there has been relatively limited 
application to nanoformulations, despite these methods being 
applicable (101). However, a key limitation is that nFCM is 
currently limited to two dye colours.

The high spatial resolution of SMLM (~20 nm) (47) has 
been used to study phase separation in polymeric cylindri-
cal micelles and core/shell thermo-responsive nanogels 
(Fig. 3c) (51, 91, 92, 102). However, investigations into 
nanocarrier composition with SMLM are currently limited 
by available fluorophores. Many fluorophores traditionally 
used for SMLM are optimised for specific aqueous buffers 
(103). However, studying nanocarrier composition often 
requires staining of hydrophobic components, which can 
change key fluorophore behaviours such as quantum yield 
and blinking on/off ratio. Therefore, there has recently been 
increased focus on developing new dyes suitable for stain-
ing hydrophobic environments, including spiropyrans and 
inorganic nanoparticles (92, 103). Whilst this has allowed 
some studies of nanocarrier composition with SMLM (51, 
91, 92, 102), progress to measure a wider range of systems 
and to obtain component stoichiometry is currently limited 
by further development and understanding of fluorophore 
behaviour in hydrophobic environments.

SPARTA® provides a label-free alternative to study 
nanocarrier composition. The inherent multiplexing ability 

of SPARTA® allowed simultaneous characterisation of the 
variation in both polyethylene glycol (PEG) stabiliser and 
pathogen-binding polymer components in different hybrid 
polymer-lipid nanoformulations (16). These results con-
firmed homogeneity in particle composition with the sol-
vent injection preparation method used, which led to longer 
circulation time for particles formulated with PEG compared 
to without PEG, for the purpose of malaria parasite and virus 
inhibition (Fig. 3d). SPARTA® was also used to compare 
polymersomes made from a binary mixture of triblock 
copolymers where one copolymer had a much longer sta-
biliser chain (71).  SPARTA® revealed that there was only 
one population of particles formed for all mixing ratios of 
the copolymers, and that the stabiliser signal increased with 
increasing initial ratio, indicating good incorporation into 
the particles. The proportion of stabiliser directly influenced 
biological behaviour, with a higher proportion of stabiliser 
decreasing cellular uptake and prolonging circulation time.

Cargo Loading and Release

A key parameter to characterise in discovery and regulatory 
settings is cargo loading and release. Bulk characterisation 
methods, such as HPLC or UV-Vis spectroscopy, typically 
measure either encapsulation efficiency (the proportion of 
drug loaded into the particle), or drug loading capacity (the 
proportion of drug component relative to the whole particle 
by weight). Bulk-level release studies are typically performed 
with a dialysis method, where released material is sampled 
and quantified (104). However, for optimising nanoformu-
lations, it is also key to characterise how homogenous the 
drug loading per particle is. This includes the proportion of 
unloaded particles and the variation in release kinetics across 
the particle population. These parameters have direct impact 
on nanoformulation performance, because a high percentage 
of unloaded particles could reduce nanoformulation efficacy 
and contribute to immunogenic load, whilst a high propor-
tion of particles experiencing burst release could increase 
off-target effects. Furthermore, single particle analysis has 
revealed significant cargo loading heterogeneity in diverse 
systems from anticancer-loaded polymeric particles to prote-
oliposomes, where only a small percentage of particles have 
drug loading properties represented by the “average” value 
(105–107). Therefore, only certain fractions of heterogenous 
nanoformulations will have the desired therapeutic properties, 
which could impact on toxicity and efficacy. It is therefore 
crucial to characterise cargo loading and release on the single 
particle level, also to allow next-generation rational design of 
improved nanoformulations.

nFCM, FCS, and SMLM are well suited to study cargo 
loading and release due to their high sensitivity. nFCM 
was used to determine that close to 100% of liposomes 
were loaded with doxorubicin in Doxoves, which is a 
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research-grade, PEGylated liposomal nanoformulation 
(44). This information was combined with nanoparticle 
size information to determine the distribution of drug load-
ing with particle size. The multiplexing ability of nFCM 
was used to measure the release of the fluorescent drug 
mitoxantrone from responsive liposomes in the presence 
of a peroxidation reporter molecule (Fig. 4a) (93). FCCS 

also has multiplexing ability to measure multiple fluorescent 
species, which was used to confirm co-loading of two differ-
ent enzymes in a dendrimersome cascade nanoreactor (17), 
whilst FCS was used to simultaneously measure the decrease 
in nanoparticle size and drug loading (78). FCS and FCCS 
release studies have been performed in complex environ-
ments including 10% v/v FBS and whole blood (Fig. 4b) 

Fig. 3  Single particle characterisation of nanocarrier composition. a 
(i) Auto-correlation and cross-correlation curves from FCS analysis 
of polymer (PSar-b-PCys(SO2Et)) self-assembly into micelles, fol-
lowed by cross-linking at one site and covalent labelling of 2 addi-
tional orthogonal reactive sites with DBCO-CR110 and Cy5-NHS 
labels respectively. Reproduced with permission from Schäfer et al. 
(99). Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. b nFCM analy-
sis of hybrid liposome-exosome particles. Comparing the side scat-
ter (SS-H) and fluorescence (FITC-H) plots for (i) labelled liposomes 
alone and (ii) hybrid particles where only the liposomes were labelled 
before fusion confirms that fusion efficiency was 95.7%. Reproduced 
from Lv et al. (100). c STORM images of temperature-responsive, 
core-shell nanogels. Labelling of (i) both core and shell, (ii) only 
core region, and (iii) only shell region. (iv) Correlation between core 
radius and shell thickness for each particle from STORM analysis. 

Selectivity was achieved by conjugating Alexa 647 dye derivatives to 
either primary amines in the core or disulfide moieties in the shell. 
Diffraction-limited images are shown in the top left corner. Scale bars 
500 nm. Adapted with permission from Gelissen et al. (91). Copy-
right 2016 American Chemical Society. d SPARTA® analysis of pol-
ymer-lipid hybrid particles. (i) Schematic representation of PDLLA-
b-PAA nanoparticle modification with aminomethanesulfonic acid 
(AMSA) and 5-amino-2-methoxybenzenesulfonic acid (AMBS). (ii) 
Mean Raman spectra with standard deviation of single particle traps. 
Green bands highlight polymer-specific peaks at 1032 and 1613 
 cm−1, and grey band denotes PEG-specific band at 851  cm−1. (iii) 
Comparison of single particle polymer and lipid intensity ratios for 
polymer-containing samples (PEG-0.3 and noPEG), PEGylated and 
lipid-only particles (PEGonly and POPC-Chol). Adapted from Najer 
et al. (16)
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Fig. 4  Characterisation of cargo loading and release using single par-
ticle techniques. a nFCM analysis of liposomes functionalised with a 
ROS sensor and loaded with the fluorescent drug mitoxantrone. Upon 
addition of hydrogen peroxide, ROS sensing and cargo release could 
simultaneously be detected on a single particle level. (i) 3D scatter 
plot of side scattering, green and red fluorescence before (red dots) 
and after (green dots) addition of hydrogen peroxide. Change in (ii) 
green fluorescence from ROS sensor and (iii) red fluorescence from 
drug release. Reprinted from Chen et al. (93), with permission from 
Elsevier. b Simultaneous measurement of nanocarrier degradation 
and cargo release in blood with FCS. (i) Schematic of sample setup 
which utilises a semi-permeable membrane that allows nanoparticles 
to permeate, but prevents larger blood components such as cells from 
entering the probe volume. (ii) Autocorrelation curves of degradable 

nanocarriers measured between 0 and 72 h after intravenous injec-
tion into a mouse. (iii) Resulting calculation of the number of dyes 
per nanocarrier over time. Reproduced from Schmitt et al. (78). c 
SPARTA® measurements of cargo loading heterogeneity in polymer 
vesicles loaded with increasing amounts (0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, or 2 mM 
feed amount) of 2 different model cargo molecules. (i) Single particle 
scatter plots of polymer signal (x-axis) and cargo signal (y-axis). Top 
row corresponds to increasing loading from one model cargo whilst 
bottom row are samples from another cargo. Darker points are outly-
ing particles, as determined by multivariate analysis: at 0.1 mM there 
is only one loading population which is distinguished by particle size 
whilst a distinct population appears for both cargoes at higher loading 
amounts. The proportion of these highly loaded particles is summa-
rised in (ii). Adapted from Saunders et al. (89)
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(78, 88). Furthermore, SMLM has been applied to study the 
intracellular trafficking and release of nucleic acid-loaded 
polyplexes in cells (108, 109).

The intrinsic label-free, simultaneous detection of car-
rier and cargo molecules by Raman spectroscopy is highly 
suitable to study cargo loading and release. Raman spec-
troscopy has previously been used to correlate drug signal 
with increases in lipid disorder to determine the degree of 
bilayer disruption when incubating different drugs with 
liposomes (64, 110, 111). In addition to comparing loading 
of deuterated glucose in leaky dendrimersomes and non-
leaky liposomes (17), SPARTA® could distinguish different 
loading sub-populations in polymersomes, including highly 
loaded particles (Fig. 4c) (89). Furthermore, SPARTA® 
could distinguish core and membrane loading in nanovesi-
cles, based on the relationship between the cargo and nano-
carrier signals detected simultaneously. This analysis was 
also shown to be applicable to commercial nanoformulations 
by measuring drug retention of doxorubicin within Doxil 
over a 48-hour period (89).

Surface Functionalisation and Interactions

The biodistribution, stability, and biological interactions of 
therapeutic nanoparticles for controlled delivery strongly 
depend on nanoparticle surface chemistry, including surface 
charge and functionalisation (3, 112). Nanoparticles with 
no or low charge tend to aggregate, whilst highly charged 
particles maintain inter-particle repulsion allowing for sta-
ble particle suspensions (62). Furthermore, nanoparticle sur-
face charge influences electrostatic interaction with proteins 
and cell surfaces, modulating biostability, cellular uptake, 
and the accompanied residence time in circulation (3, 70). 
Generally, there is a trade-off between the two: a negative 
or neutral charge for circulation and enhanced biostability 
and positive charge for uptake (113, 114). Adjei et al. found 
that separate injection of either neutral or anionic polymeric 
nanoparticles led to accumulation in the kidneys or the liver 
respectively, whereas simultaneous co-injection altered the 
biodistribution (115), highlighting the influence of popula-
tion heterogeneity on biological behaviour. In addition to 
controlling surface charge, nanoparticle surfaces are com-
monly functionalised with moieties to induce targeted cellu-
lar uptake for therapeutic delivery. These molecules include 
specific antigen recognition molecules such as antibodies 
(116), peptides (117), affibodies (118), aptamers (119), or 
general receptor ligands (120, 121) that target receptors that 
are overexpressed on the surface of the diseased cells. For 
example, as folate receptors are commonly overexpressed in 
over 40% of human cancers, folic acid surface-functional-
ised nanoparticles have shown improved general targeting 
towards cancer cells (122).

Single particle surface charge is relatively challenging to 
characterise; however, TRPS has been used to study single 
particle zeta potential, which can be used to indicate surface 
charge (62), as well as to infer changes to surface function-
alisation based on changes to zeta potential. TRPS was used 
to compare liposomes formed from mixing varying ratios of 
zwitterionic and anionic lipids (Fig. 5a) (58). Compared to 
the bulk ensemble technique phase analysis light scattering 
(PALS), TRPS could distinguish multimodal surface charge 
populations and an increase in variance in zeta potential for 
DNA-modified particles compared to unmodified parti-
cles. TRPS could also identify differences in the distribu-
tion of zeta potential amongst unPEGylated and PEGylated 
liposomes, which were not evident from their respective size 
distributions (57). These measurements enabled the assess-
ment that all the liposomes incorporated some PEG, but the 
degree of PEGylation was not homogenous. However, TRPS 
is limited to measuring nanoparticle size, concentration, and 
zeta potential, whereas often more detailed nanoformulation 
characterisation is required.

Single particle surface functionalisation has been char-
acterised using nFCM (80), FCS (55, 123), SRM (51), and 
TRPS (61). FCS/FCCS can be employed for estimating the 
number of ligands per nanoparticle and accompanying recep-
tor binding, for example measuring the kinetics of streptavi-
din binding to biotin-functionalised polymer nanoparticles 
(Fig. 5b) (55). nFCM has been used to determine the ligand 
density on folate- (Fig. 5c I, II), transferrin- (Fig. 5c III), 
and HER2-antibody-conjugated liposomes (80). Using this 
same method enabled optimisation of the conjugation reac-
tion conditions, including the PEG spacer length and ligand 
concentration for maximum ligand density and cell uptake. 
DNA-based Point Accumulation in Nanoscale Topography 
(DNA-PAINT), an SMLM tool, was combined with STORM 
to characterise the number of thiol-DNA 9-mer oligonucleo-
tides conjugated to nanoparticles formulated with varying 
concentrations of maleimide (Fig. 5d) (51).

One key biological interaction is protein fouling, or 
protein corona formation, where proteins adsorb to the 
nanoparticle surface upon exposure to serum. This protein 
corona can cause instability, immune system recognition, 
or potentially beneficial adsorption of dysopsonins for pro-
longing circulation time (124). Feiner-Gracia et al. found 
that within a nanoparticle population there were significant 
differences in protein corona radius and identity, leading to 
the conclusion that even small differences in native nanopar-
ticle surface chemistry were amplified upon protein adsorp-
tion to yield particles with distinct biological identity (84). 
Therefore, as was recently recognised, a better understand-
ing and modulation of the complex surface interactions of 
nanomedicines in biological environments is key for aid-
ing clinical translation (107, 125). Utilising single particle 
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characterisation techniques for these properties enables 
detailed measurement of population variance, especially 
arising from surface modification processes and biologi-
cal interactions for improved control and design of uniform 
nanoformulations.

Protein corona formation has been characterised using 
FCS and SMLM. Increases in radius measured by FCS 
revealed information about the orientation and thickness of 
corona proteins on nanoparticle surfaces, whilst the equi-
librium dissociation coefficients provided information on 
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the protein binding affinity and kinetics (85). An alternative 
FCS technique is to randomly label plasma and then to mix 
with unlabelled nanoparticles to detecting protein foul-
ing, which is a highly sensitive method but requires using 
diluted plasma or studying individually labelled plasma 
proteins (70). Nevertheless, observed differences between 
PEG-decorated polymersomes and liposomes provided 
important links between the copolymer membrane mate-
rial properties, particle PEG-density and resulting corona 
formation. Meanwhile, staining specific serum proteins 
with multiple fluorophores for SMLM visualisation enables 
quantification of the relative protein content in the corona 
formed on individual nanoparticle (126).

Besides protein corona formation, there are many other 
nanoparticle-biological interactions that can be studied on 
a single particle level, including enzymatic changes to sur-
face chemistry. SPARTA® was used to characterise the 
kinetics of enzymatic conversion of lipid headgroups from 
phosphatidylcholine to phosphatidic acid on a single parti-
cle level in Barriga et al. (69), including reaction kinetics 
(Fig. 5e). The ability to characterise stimuli-responsive 

compositional changes on the surface of nanoparticles 
provides the opportunity for optimisation of “smart” 
nanocarriers for targeted delivery prior to in vivo stud-
ies. Furthermore, SPARTA® was used to characterise a 
multi-step surface click chemistry reaction on polystyrene 
nanoparticles, both by holding a single particle in the opti-
cal trap over an extended time (~2 mins) and by sequen-
tially trapping particles for shorter time (~s) to measure 
kinetics within a population (27). This not only provided 
a particle-by-particle population distribution of the degree 
of successful surface functionalisation, but also kinetic 
information on the rate of functionalisation. In the same 
study, SPARTA® provided single particle verification of 
sequential disulfide exchange surface functionalisation of 
polystyrene nanoparticles.

Conclusions

Nanoformulations offer a versatile platform for drug 
delivery to improve biodistribution, biostability and 
targeting potential compared to traditional small molecule 
drugs. However, their inherent particle-to-particle 
heterogeneity in key chemical properties such as drug 
loading and surface chemistry has been found to influence 
biological activity including protein corona formation, 
biodistribution and in vitro dose-response behaviour (84, 
98, 115). This heterogeneity is not accounted for by bulk 
analysis methods, which can only return an average value, 
and where particles with the “average” property may not 
exist. Therefore, there is a need to introduce more extensive, 
in-depth single particle analysis to understand and predict 
nanoformulation in vivo behaviour. When selecting a 
technique, the requirements must be set out, including 
required sensitivity, kinetic information, complexity of 
environment and available labelling methods. Whilst 
fluorescence-based techniques such as FCS or nFCM offer 
high sensitivity, often combined with simple data readout 
and low sample volumes, the need for labelling can increase 
sample preparation time and limits what features can be 
characterised. Label-free single particle methods include 
the sensitive TRPS; however, this is limited to measuring 
only size, concentration, and zeta potential. Whilst 
SPARTA® requires more involved data analysis and has 
lower sensitivity, it offers a label-free, holistic view of all 
nanoformulation components above the limit of detection. 
This allows for agnostic, simultaneous, single particle 
characterisation of cargo loading, nanocarrier composition, 
and surface chemistry which reveals relationships between 
properties. This flexibility places SPARTA® as a useful tool 
in a nanoformulation development workflow.

Fig. 5  Characterisation of single particle surface charge, functionali-
sation, and interactions. a TRPS simultaneous size and zeta poten-
tial characterisation of liposomes formed with increasing amount of 
negatively charged DMPG lipid. Adapted from Vogel et al. (58). b 
Characterisation of streptavidin-cyanin5 (SA-Cy5) (red) ligand conju-
gation to rhodamine-green (RhG) labelled biotin-functionalised poly-
mer nanocontainers (NCs) (green) by FCS/FCCS. (i) Autocorrelation 
curves (red and green) and cross correlation curve (black). (ii) Using 
the relative correlation amplitudes and the detection volume, the frac-
tion bound SA−Cy5 against the total concentration of NCs was deter-
mined. Reprinted with permission from Rigler et al. (55). Copyright 
2006 American Chemical Society. c Ligand conjugation density char-
acterisation by nFCM. (i) Bivariate dot-plot and histograms of folate 
ligand number against particle size for folate-conjugated liposomes. 
(ii) Distribution of folate ligand density for folate-conjugated 
liposomes with various folate input concentrations (0.05 to 4.0%). 
(iii) Quantification of the available transferrin (Tf) ligand density for 
transferrin-conjugated liposomes  with different Tf input concentra-
tions.   Reprinted with permission from Chen et al. (80).  Copyright 
2022 American Chemical Society. d Ligand conjugation density char-
acterisation by SRM. (i) STORM DNA-PAINT image (scale bar 1000 
nm) and a small field (upper left, scale bar 100 nm) of PLGA–PEG 
30% maleimide nanoparticles conjugated to thiol-DNA 9-mer oligo-
nucleotides labelled using complementary DNA-PAINT (red) and Dil 
signal (yellow) used for drift correction. Normalised frequency his-
tograms of DNA-PAINT localisations per NP and bar graph depict-
ing the number of ligands per nanoparticle quantified with PAINT 
(upper right) for PLGA–PEG formulated with (ii) 5% and (iii) 30% 
maleimide. Adapted from Andrian et al. (51). e (i) Schematic of stim-
uli-responsive changes in lipid nanoparticle headgroup composition 
after addition of phospholipase D (PLD). (ii) Corresponding kinetic 
SPARTA® analysis of headgroup compositional changes from cho-
line to phosphatidic acid after enzyme addition at different concentra-
tions. Each data point represents a single particle measurement and a 
new trapping event, whilst the dashed lines represent first order kinet-
ics fit of PLD activity, with fitting parameter time to 50% choline con-
version shown in (iii). Adapted from Barriga et al. (69)
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